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WinVRS (Windows Vehicle Recording System)

Windows Vehicle Recording Systems

WinVRS - Touch

Powerful WinVRS software keeps traffic moving over your scale by providing fast and
accurate collection of data on vehicles, accounts, orders, and materials. Unique, userdefined fields allow you to easily configure the system to meet your needs. A wide range
of reports are available to provide period histories, material totals, customer information
and more. WinVRS’s convenient file utilities menu allows data to be exported to other
applications such as accounting and materials control. Customized reports and NTEP
legal-for-trade certified are other advantages.

WinVRS-TOUCH offers all the same great features as WinVRS, but comes with larger
fonts and buttons for convenient touch-screen navigation. When a user enters into any
WinVRS window with input prompts, an on-screen keyboard appears.

Truck scale industry knowledge and programming expertise combined to create
economical software package that gives you control over your truck scale operation.
From the simple to use start up menu, navigate directly to the transaction screen by
pressing just one key. Simply enter or select the vehicle ID and WinVRS-LT will
immediately recall the information stored for that particular vehicle.
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Each vehicle can be associated with a unique account, material, and one user-defined ID
field for extended control. Multiple materials and accounts can be assigned on the fly or
designated for manager control.

By pressing the F1 key operator can receive a detailed help guide to answer specific
questions. Editing vehicle information is easy. Either from the transaction screen or the
menu, select the vehicle to edit or create a new one. Any of these features can be under
specific manager password control. WinVRS can provide applications that require
networking, unattended operations, accounting software interfaces, or custom
applications.

WinVRS has the capability of providing multiple analytical reports for managements
or it can be programmed to create numerous reports for your application. WinVRS is not
just a vehicle recording systems, it is tool to advance you towards profitability and
success.

